The Lancet Commission on Global Surgery

- Implementation Planning Meeting –

February 9-13, 2014
Bellagio, Italy

Meeting Purpose: To develop a plan to support implementation of the Commission’s recommendations in order to generate progress towards universal access to safe, affordable surgical and anesthesia care when needed

Goals for Meeting:

Develop plans to:

- Engage with stakeholders at local, national and global levels
- Support policy change to improve delivery of surgical and anesthesia care
- Support funding generation to improve delivery of surgical and anesthesia care

Overall: Who should be involved, What should be done, How can this be done? To be guided by Bellagio participants examples, experiences, expertise.

Monday February 9

Arrival
Lunch available for those arriving before 2pm
Dinner with introductions (3minutes) including each participant’s background, interest in global surgery, expectations for the meeting
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 10 – COMMISSION INTRODUCTION & SUPPORTING CHANGE AT THE GLOBAL LEVEL

0800 – 0900  Breakfast

0900 - 0945  Session 1: Welcome and Participant Introductions  
Speaker = John Meara

0945 – 1000  Session 2: Commission Overview (presentation)  
Speaker = Andy Leather

1000 – 1030  Session 3: Learning from Past Commissions and Global Health Movements (presentation and moderated discussion)  
Speaker = Justine Davies (10 minutes presentation)  
Moderator = Steve Bickler (20 minutes discussion)

1030 – 1100  Break

1100 – 1200  Session 4: LCoGS Report Overview (presentation and moderated discussion)  
Speaker = John Meara (30 minutes presentation)  
Moderator = Andy Leather (30 minutes discussion)

1200 – 1300  Session 5a: International Agencies – Who and What (moderated discussion)

1300 – 1400  Lunch

1400 – 1500  Session 5b: International Agencies – Generating Change (moderated discussion)  
Moderators = Ramiro Guerrero and Andy Leather

Take away points for sessions 5a and 5b (the who, what & how of international agencies):

1. What are the agencies?
2. Who are the people w/in each agency?
3. What is/could be the role of these agencies in advancing global surgery?  
   (Create specific goals/targets w/in certain timeframes)
4. Who w/in Bellagio can help with each agency and how?
Session 6: Working with Current Global Health Movements (moderated discussion)

Moderators = Justine Davies and James Heiby

Take away points for session 6 (the who, what & how of other global health movements)

1. What are the movements?
2. Who are the people w/in each movement?
3. What is the role of surgery w/in each movement? How can we work together to achieve common goals and maximize impact? (Create specific goals/targets w/in certain timeframes)
4. Who within this Bellagio group will accomplish this and how?

1600 – 1900 Free Time

1900 – 2030 Dinner
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 11 – SUPPORTING CHANGE AT A LOCAL AND COUNTRY LEVEL

0800 – 0900  Breakfast

0900 – 0930  Session 7: Recap of the Prior Day and Agreement on Action Plan (presentation and moderated discussion)
  Speaker and Moderator = Lars Hagander

0930 – 1030  Session 8: Local and National Prioritization (moderated discussion)
  Moderators = Nobhojit Roy and Pankaj Jani

1030 – 1100  Break

1100 – 1200  Session 9: Local and National Dissemination and Policy Change (moderated discussion)
  Moderators = Jorge Jimenez and Enrique Ruelas

Take away points for sessions 8 & 9 (the who, what & how of local and national action):

  1. What are the groups/entities?
  2. Who are the people w/in each group/entity?
  3. What do we want to accomplish at the local/national level?
  4. How can we accomplish that?
     (Create specific goals/targets w/in certain timeframes)
  5. Who w/in Bellagio can help with this and how?

1200 – 1300  Session 10: Role of Academic Institutions and Colleges (moderated discussion)

  Moderators = John Meara and Herve Yangni-Angate

Take away points for session 10 (the who, what & how of academic institutions & colleges):

  1. What are the institutions/colleges?
  2. Who are the people w/in each institution/college?
  3. What is LCoGS’s role in supporting academic institutions and colleges to advance global surgery?
(Create specific goals/targets w/in certain timeframes)

4. Who w/in Bellagio can help with each institution/college and how?

1300 – 1400 Lunch

1400 – 1500 Session 11: Role of Industry (presentation and moderated discussion)
   Moderators = Nobhojit Roy and Ray Price

   --------------------

   Take away points for session 11 (the who, what & how of industry):

   1. What are the key industry groups?
   2. Who are the people w/in these industry groups?
   3. What is the role of industry with the Commission report and advancing global surgery?
      (Create specific goals/targets w/in certain timeframes)
   4. Who w/in Bellagio can help with each institution/college?

   --------------------

1500 – 1600 Session 12: Role of the Press and Advocacy Groups in Generating Change
   (presentation and moderated discussion)
   Moderators = Fizan Abdullah and Lars Hagander

   --------------------

   Take away points for session 12 (the who, what & how of press & advocacy groups):

   1. What are the press and advocacy groups?
   2. Who are the people w/in each group?
   3. What is the role of press and advocacy groups with the Commission report and advancing global surgery?
      (Create specific goals/targets w/in certain timeframes)
   4. Who w/in Bellagio can help with each group and how?

   --------------------

1600 – 1900 Free Time

1900 – 2030 Dinner
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 12 – FINANCING AND RECAP

0800 – 0900  Breakfast

0900 – 0930  Session 13: Recap of the Prior Day and Agreement on Action Plan (presentation and moderated discussion)
Moderator = Lars Hagander

0930 – 1000  Session 14: Recap of Economics and Financing Section of the Commission Report (presentation)
Speaker = Anna Dare

1000 – 1030  Break

Moderators = Andy Leather and Martin Smith

----------------------

Take away points for sessions 14 (the who, what & how of funding):

1. What should be funded?
2. How should it be funded?
3. What are the key funding groups/entities?
4. Who are the people w/in each funding group/entity?
5. What is LCoGS’s role in funding?
6. How do we accomplish that?
   (Create specific goals/targets w/in certain timeframes)
7. Who w/in Bellagio can help with this and how?

----------------------

1200 – 1300  Session 16: Breakout Groups

I = Funding
Ted, Jim, Melanie, Anna, John, Rachel, Ramiro
Topics: How to approach each major funding group; priorities of major funding organizations; what can each Bellagio participant or their organization potentially do to help

II = Government
Jorge, Roy, Andy, Emmanuel, David, Bisola, Tapash, Enrique, Buyanjargal, Nakul
Topics: What government entity is responsible for each section of the NSP; who are the receptive people/parties within each country; what can each participant do to help improve global surgical care delivery

**III = Colleges and Academic Centers**  
Martin, Herve, Pankaj, Steve, Lars, Eldryd, Tarp, Justine  
Topics: Action points 1, 2, 3 on how we can work with colleges/academic centers

**IV = Civil Society/Messaging**  
Mbololwa, Jaymie, Fizan, Ray, Sarah  
Topics: How to produce coherent messaging between the different global surgery groups; how to generate community involvement

1300 – 1400 Lunch

1400 – 1500 **Session 17: Discussion of Group Findings (Groups I and II)**

1500 – 1530 Break

1530 - 1630 **Session 18: Discussion of Group Findings (Groups III and IV)**

1630 – 1645 **Session 19: Launch Discussion (presentation and moderated discussion)**  
*Moderator = Lars Hagander*

1645 – 1700 **Session 20: Wrap Up**

1700 – 1900 Free Time

1900 – 2030 Dinner

**FRIDAY FEBRUARY 13**

Breakfast available early
Depart